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Lesson Goals:

Students will analyze British policies and 
colonial reactions.

Students will understand the First and 
Second Continental Congresses.

Students will analyze the Declaration of 
Independence.

Students will pinpoint common features of 
the early state constitutions.

❑

❑

❑

❑

Bellringer Display Transparency 2C, The Road 
to Revolution. Write on the board: In your 
notebook, use a chart like this to identify each 
event leading to the Revolutionary War as a 
British or Colonial action or reaction. Use the 
timeline in the section to help you.

Vocabulary Have students create flash cards 
for the terms and test one another using the 
cards.

TEACH

Tell students that in this section they will 
learn about the events that led to American 
independence from Great Britain. As volunteers 
read each subsection aloud, complete the 
Bellringer chart as a class.

Ask:

How did the colonists view the Stamp Act of 
1765? (as “taxation without representation”)

Who wrote the Declaration of Independence? 
(Thomas Jefferson)

Why were the Articles of Confederation 
popular with the states? (The Articles of 
Confederation did not make the national, or 
central, government too strong.)

•

•

•

ELL/ESL Strategy
Language Objective: To identify and discuss 
equivalent meanings for key vocabulary terms

Students learning English may have difficulty 
understanding the difference between the 
revenue, or tax, stamps referred to in the Stamp 
Act and the postage stamps they are familiar 
with. Explain that revenue stamps have to do 
with taxes, not with postage. Have students 
research revenue stamps in use today and share 
their results with the class.

Other Strategies
Learning Styles: Visual/Spatial
Learning Styles: Logical/Mathematical

Assign the Section Assessment questions; 
grade student responses.

Chapter Resources
Essential Questions Journal
Chapter 2 Outline (All-in-One, pp. 58–60)

• Other Resources
Reading Comprehension Worksheet
(All-in-One, pp. 70–71)
Reading Comprehension Worksheet, 
Declaration of Independence
(All-in-One, p. 83)
Section Quiz B (All-in-One, p. 81)

ASSESS AND REMEDIATE

GET STARTED

Guiding Question: What events and ideas led to American independence?

Audio support is available for this section.
Additional features for Differentiated Instruction can be found throughout 
the Teacher’s Edition.

Chapter 2
Section 2: The Coming of Independence
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